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API Documentation 2020 
 

 
 

Service Overview 
 

The Ag-Analytics® Planting Date API uses machine learning models to give an estimate of the 

date that a certain crop was planted. This is a back-filling model meaning that it is used for 

determination of planting date for past years in fields where the true planting data is not known. 
 

Model Specifications 
 

The planting date model relies on a several factors to determine the date. The current model 

inputs are information about location, soil characteristics, satellite imagery, and past weather 

data. By training a neural network on several thousand planting records obtained from farmers 

across the United States, the model achieves a high level of accuracy when tested against out of 

sample data. Future versions of the model will utilize greater amounts of acreage and more 

specific sets of variables as the driving factors are determined through research and testing. 

Further testing will determine the level of importance of each variable used to train the model, 

but the current variables are effective in estimation of planting date. 
 

1. Location: the location of the field can provide insight into the geospatial dependence on 

factors like climate and other local farming practices. 
 

2. Soil characteristics: data from both POLARIS and SSURGO are used as predictors of the 

planting date. The idea is that different soil types may correlate with the type of crops 

grown and when they are best planted. 
 

3. Satellite imagery: by using the Ag-Analytics® Harmonized Landsat Sentinel Service, the 

model obtains a wide array of multispectral bands for a growing season. Currently, 

short-wave infrared 1 and 2, RBG, and near-infrared bands are included in an 18-week 

window. 
 

4. Weather conditions: historical weather conditions are critical in determination of 

planting date because of the influence on field conditions. Extreme heat or cold and rain 

or drought can delay planting significantly, which changes the output of the model. 
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POST Request  

POST Request Example – application/json  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Header Parameters  

content-type:"application/json”    

 

Request Parameters 

Parameter Data Type Required? Default Options Description 

 

SHAPE 

 

Geometry, 

file/text 

 

Yes 

 

 

-- 

 

GeoJSON 

 

Desired area-of-interest. 

 

 

ModelType 

 

Text String 

 

No 

 

Neural 

Network 

 

“NN” 

(Neural Network) 

“TREE” 

(Decision Tree) 

 

Type of model to use for 

prediction. Default is neural 

network. Not necessary to 

specify for most cases. 

 

CropSeason 

 

Text 

 

Yes 

 

-- 

 

2013-2019 

 

The year of interest to 

retrieve the crop type 

information. Ex. “2018” 

 

 

{ 

"SHAPE":"{\"type\":\"Feature\",\"properties\":{},\"geometry\":{\"type\":\"Polygon\

",\"coordinates\":[[[-100.953840994, 38.5946753571],[-100.953832008, 

38.5948720599],[-100.953876941, 38.5952162884], [-100.958963386, 38.5982088998], 

[-100.959412719, 38.5981456769], [-100.961560528, 38.5972113765], [-100.961578502, 

38.5972113765], [-100.961848101, 38.5969865806], [-100.961982901, 38.5968390579], 

[-100.962018848, 38.5968179832], [-100.958154587, 38.5946753571], [-100.953840994, 

38.5946753571]]]}}", 

 "ScalarVariables": { 

  "CropSeason": "2018" 

 }, 

 "ModelType":"NN" 

} 
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POST Response 

POST Response Example (Snippet) – application/json  

{ 
  "feature_averages": [ 
    {"Key": "Greenweek18","Value": 1218.6882460676118}, 
    {"Key": "Redweek18","Value": 1276.7237154230897}, 
    { "Key": "SWIR2week18","Value": 50.21536849730397}, 
    {"Key": "SWIR1week18","Value": 2366.0455730402196}, 
    {"Key": "NIRweek18","Value": 2819.818161154887}, 
    {"Key": "Blueweek18","Value": 1599.2762531927453}, 
    {"Key": "Greenweek20","Value": 957.1687156481621}, 
    {"Key": "Redweek20","Value": 980.6943679720338}, .... 
    {"Key": "GDD3","Value": 0.0}, 
    {"Key": "Precipitation3","Value": 67.55299999999998}, 
    {"Key": "GDD4","Value": 51.91649999999999}, 
    {"Key": "Precipitation4","Value": 34.26099999999999}, 
    {"Key": "GDD5","Value": 591.183}, .... 
  ], 
  "raster_filename": "result_cropidraster_20191127_202623_9621.tif", 
  "rasterinfo": [ 
    { 
      "attributes": { 
        "CellSize": [0.0001, -0.0001], 
        "CoordinateSystem": "GEOGCS[\"WGS 84\",DATUM[\"WGS_1984\",SPHEROID[\"WGS 8 4\",6378137
,298.257223563,AUTHORITY[\"EPSG\",\"7030\"]],AUTHORITY[\"EPSG\ ",\"6326\"]],PRIMEM[\"Greenwi
ch\",0],UNIT[\"degree\",0.0174532925199433], AUTHORITY[\"EPSG\",\"4326\"]]", 
 "Extent": "-93.7759549449, 41.6147830947, -93.77465494489999, 41.65138309 47", 
        "Legend": [{ 
            "Area": "100 %", 
            "Count": 3966, 
            "CountAllPixels": 4446, 
            "Max": 202.41874425735574, 
            "Mean": 181.77406560006736, 
            "Min": 161.12938694277898, 
            "color": "#FFFF66" 
          }], 
        "Matrix": [ 
          366, 
          13 
        ], 
        "Max": 202.41874425735574, 
        "Mean": 168.44008744627573, 
        "Min": 78.5506723136254, 
        "OID": 0, 
        "Percentile5": 152.23603227084163, 
        "Percentile95": 172.45018523462116, 
        "Variety": "NoVariety", 
        "pngb64": "data:image/png;base64, iVBORw0KGgoAAAANSUhEUgAAAA0AAAFuCAYAAABa MjQABAgQIEC
BAgAABAgQIECBAgAABAgQIEL/QdfM/3arpDxgQh6yqLAyQAAAAAElFTkSuQmCC" 
}}]} 
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Response Parameters 

Parameter Data Type Description 

feature_averages List 

Averages of the bi-week remote sensing data and monthly weather data 

of the area-of-interest:  

I. Greenweek#: Green band value on the # week of the year  

II. Blueweek#: Blue band value on the # week of the year  

III. Redweek#: Red band value on the # week of the year  

IV. NIRweek#: Near Infrared band value on the # week of the year  

V. SWIR1week#: Shortwave Infrared band 1 value on the # week of 

the year  

VI. SWIR2week#: Shortwave Infrared band 2 value on the # week of 

the year  

VII. GDD#: Monthly growing degree days  

VIII. Precipitation#: Monthly precipitation 

raster_filename -- URL to download result raster (.tif) file.  

rasterinfo. 

attributes.CellSize 
Resolution Resolution of result Geotiff file in meters.  

rasterinfo. 

attributes.Coordina

teSystem 

-- Information about the projection of the raster. 

rasterinfo. 

attributes.Extent 
-- 

 

Extents of the result raster. Specifies the bottom left and top right corners 

of the field raster in degrees.  

 

rasterinfo. 

attributes.Legend 
List 

Legend gives the following details for each range of values: 

I. Area: Area covered 

II. Count: # of pixels from the result raster in that range 

III. CountAllPixels: Total # of pixels in the result raster 

IV. Max: Max value in the range 

V. Min: Minimum value in the range 

VI. Mean: Mean value in the range 

VII. Color: Hex color used for the crop type 

rasterinfo.attribute

s.Matrix 
List Row and columns, containing attributes below.  

rasterinfo.attribute

s.Max 
Number Maximum value from the result raster.  

rasterinfo.attribute

s.Min 
Number Minimum value from the result raster. 

rasterinfo.attribute

s.Mean 
Number Average value from the result raster. 

rasterinfo.attribute

s.Percentile5 
Number 5th percentile value from the result raster. 

rasterinfo.attribute

s.Percentile95 
Number 95th percentile value from the result raster. 

rasterinfo. 

attributes.pngb64 
Link Base64png image of the result raster with legend entries. 
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GET Request  

Request Example 

The GET request to retrieve the tif image using the file name from the POST response.  

 

 

 

 

Request Parameters 

Parameter Data Type Required? Default Options Description 

 

filetype 

 

text 

 

Yes 

 

 

-- 

 

.tif file 

 

file name returned by POST 

request 

 

Response Parameters 

Parameter Data Type Description 

 

file 

 

.tif 

 

Tiff file will be download to the computer of the caller with the name 

that was used to call the API. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Please contact support@analytics.ag or josh@ag-analytics.org with any comments or questions. 

Terms of Use and Privacy 

 

 

https://ag-analytics.azure-api.net/plantingdate/?filename=result_planting 

dateraster_20191212_145154_945.tif 

https://analytics.ag/Home/Terms

